


THIS EVENING BROUGHT TO YOU BY…

an incredible volunteer committee comprised of parents, alumni, 
staff members, board members and friends of JWPOSD.

We send a heartfelt thank you to each and every person who has helped to make 
this a memorable evening and one that will serve all the children of JWPOSD.

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE 
FOLLOWING GENEROUS DONORS!

VIDEO PRODUCTION
Phuong Nguyen–Melon Head Studios

SLIDESHOW
Joanie Awender McLaughlin

WEBSITE
Vui Lam

IT SERVICES
Chris Wulff

PHOTOGRAPHY
Lil' Angels Photography

“THINKING OF YOU” SPONSORSHIPS
Luann Aki-Carlson
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Welcome Friends and Families of JWPOSD,

At JWPOSD we “Leave Nothing To Chance” when it comes to the education of the children in our program. With today’s

amazing technology and our outstanding and highly trained staff, we are seeing unprecedented results in the language

and listening skills of very young children who are deaf or hard of hearing. Babies are being identified and fit with

appropriate hearing aids and many receive their cochlear implants before their first birthday, giving them the earliest

possible access to sound. This new trend in serving a younger population of children has galvanized the staff 

to find new and innovative ways to meet the educational needs of our students and their families.

Tonight, we welcome everyone to enjoy an evening filled with the fun of a game we all know so well where we can

“wheel and deal,” buy a hotel or railroad, and stay out of jail, but this time the rewards from the “Community Chest”

will transform the lives of every child at JWPOSD. The magic from this Benefit Gala 2010 is that all of the proceeds

will be matched dollar for dollar from a private family foundation.  

Our mission is to prepare each child to develop spoken language through the use of state of the art auditory

technology, via an auditory-oral, cognitive based program which helps them to become effective learners 

and prepares them for successful integration into their mainstream school to learn with their peers.

Families at JWPOSD have chosen this auditory-oral program and travel daily from every corner of the Bay Area

and beyond. We serve children from 16 different school districts, who recognize our school as a center of excellence

in oral deaf education, as well as train teachers and other professionals from around California, the United States

and internationally. We could not do this work without the support of our families and friends. Tonight is a reflection

of that very special commitment to the future for every deaf and hard of hearing child who comes through our doors.

Thank you for being a part of giving the gift of spoken language to our deaf and hard of hearing children... 

it is a gift for a lifetime!

PAM MUSLADIN KATHY SUSSMAN KEN LEVINSON
Principal Executive Director President
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EVENTS FOR THE EVENING

WELCOME AND RECEPTION 

Wine tasting courtesy of Roudon Smith Vineyards

SILENT AUCTION

Children’s class artwork offerings, 

Staff Offerings and all Silent Auction Items

DINNER AND DESSERT

Complimentary wine with dinner

GREETINGS 

Executive Director, Kathy Sussman

VIDEO PRESENTATION

Featuring Narrator—JWPOSD Alumni, CJ Shearer

LIVE AUCTION

Conducted by Slawinski Auction Company

COMMENTS FROM ALUMNI STUDENT, CJ SHEARER

FUND-A-NEED MARSHA BOYES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

RAFFLE PRIZES AWARDED
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DINNER MENU

HORS D’OEUVRES

Spanikopita filled with Feta and Spinach

Mushroom Caps stuffed with Spinach

SALAD

Mixed Baby Greens with Balsamic Vinaigrette,

Sliced Apples, Goat Cheese

ENTRÉ E S  
(Each Guest Pre-Ordered 1 Entrée)

Grilled New York Steak with Wild Mushroom Sauce

Chicken Del Monte—Light Champagne Cream Sauce 
with Sorrel & Mushrooms

Penne Fresco…Spinach Mushrooms, Tomatoes & Artichoke Hearts
in a White Wine Sauce

DESSERT

Chocolate Decadence

�

�

�
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RAFFLE PRIZES

APPLE IPAD Amazing educational tool, comes pre-loaded with fun and learning…

• Sing a long Songs

• Educational Apps

• Educational Programs

• JWPOSD Photos

• JWPOSD Video shown tonight

Value: $500

Two (2) vouchers good for travel anywhere in the USA 

that Southwest flies!

Not limited to any black out dates, just based on availability!

Value: $800 or more!

SOUTHWEST
AIRLINE 
TICKETS
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ENJOY WINE TASTING COURTESY OF

The Roudon-Smith Winery is a small boutique winery nestled among the redwood trees in the Santa Cruz

Mountains. Originally founded in 1972, Roudon-Smith Winery is dedicated to the production of exceptional

wines from selected vineyards of the Santa Cruz Mountains and other regions of California. Traditional

winemaking methods result in elegant, long-lived wines, which are the perfect complement to any meal.

Enjoy complimentary tasting of the wines available during dinner and for sale during the auction.

2007 CHARDONNAY, RUSSIAN RIVER 

(SILVER Medal, 2008 Santa Cruz County Commercial Wine Competition)

A classic creamy and full-bodied Russian River Chardonnay, the bouquet is filled with tropical and citrus fruits

with hints of vanilla and hazelnut. This is a Chardonnay must have!

Retail Price: $22/bottle, $264/case

Price Tonight: $7/glass, $200/case

2006 CABERNET SAUVIGNON, PASO ROBLES

Aged for 17 months in American oak casks adds a nice backdrop of aromas and flavors to the fruit of black 

currant and black cherry. The finish is crisp and lingering. 

Retail Price: $24/bottle, $288/case

Price Tonight: $7/glass, $200/case

2008 PINOT NOIR RESERVE, SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS 

Our Santa Cruz Mountain Pinot Noir elegantly displays many of the characteristics found in our grape growing

region. This is a worthy successor to our 2007 Gold Medal winning Pinot Noir...enjoy the bouquet of cherries,

cinnamon and spice with elegant fruit up front and a hint of toasted oak. This well-balanced and food-friendly

wine complements a wide variety of menus. 

Retail Price: $30/bottle, $360/case 

Price Tonight: $25/bottle, $275/case
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STUDENT ART OFFERINGS (In Si lent Auction)

“The Sea, o nce it casts its spell holds one in its net of wonder forever.”

~Jacques Cousteau. 

Like the ocean itself, Karen’s amazing class will cast a spell on you as you marvel 

at their eagerness to enjoy life! This is their first year in the “big school” and Jason,

Jasleen, Teresa Joy, Vivian, Vidal, Samantha and Kalia are proud to be there! They have

found an exquisite way to capture their unique zest for life in this beautiful ocean

themed mosaic coffee table tray. This wonderful art piece is one that you will proudly

display in your home or office as a reminder of these seven amazing children and their

carefree ways! 

Donor: Karen’s Class—Jason, Jasleen, Teresa Joy, Vivian, Vidal, Samantha and Kalia

Value: $200

“When one has tasted a watermelon, he knows what the angels eat,” 

~Mark Twain.

And when one has visited Mary Ruth’s class, he will know where the angels go to school!

Only an exceptional piece of pottery could capture the delicious personalities that

make up this classroom! This fabulous watermelon serving bowl has done that! 

A close look at the seeds on the inside will reveal the sweet little fingerprints of Landry,

Avery, Lily, Madeline, Alison, Brandon, Monrovia and Adam. Enjoy the yummy 

deliciousness of this adorable class of angels every time you use this one of a kind

watermelon bowl and you can proudly say you have tasted a little piece of Heaven. 

Donor: Mary Ruth’s Class—Landry, Avery, Lily, Madeline, Alison, Brandon, Monrovia and Adam

Value: Priceless

“Being listened to and heard is one of the greatest desires of the human heart”

~Richard Carlson. 

And Joanie’s class is one that wants to be heard! This group of kids is as unique as

the shadowbox they have made for the auction. Don’t be fooled by the vintage style

of the decoupage bottles, for the little fingers that made them are quite modern!

Krista, Timur, Mila, Ethan, Pierce, Lucas, Gabby and  Kiana have used old world style

papers and accessories to design and make their bottles, while the background features

some of the kids’ unconventional wit and wisdom! This art piece is sure to make you

smile while also adding some classic charm to your home décor. 

Donor: Joanie’s class—Krista, Timur, Mila, Ethan, Pierce, Lucas, Gabby and Kiana

Value: Priceless
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“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” 

~Helen Keller.

When Jenny’s kindergarten class found out they were painting on canvas, they were

so excited! This class has been very eager to showcase their artistic skills for you to enjoy.

Liam, Benjamin, Aiden and Kamile have joined together their talents to create a one

of a kind canvas that will absolutely take your breath away! Each child has made their

own “mini” canvas, but we have combined them to make one complete artwork that

will bring life and joy of this great class to your home or office. 

Donor: Jenny’s class—Liam, Benjamin, Aiden and Kamile

Value: Priceless

“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer
yourself, any direction you choose.” 

~Dr. Seuss. 

Angelica’s class is JWPOSD’s first all hearing class of kids! These adorable kids are moving

right along setting a new standard with these adorable yet functional storage containers!

This set of three nesting totes has been decorated in a transportation theme that

you are sure to love. Alexa, Kaila, Gabriel, and Sasha have colored planes, trains,

boats, and automobiles to make these unique and special totes for you to take home

and get organized! 

Donor: Angelica’s class—Alexa, Kaila, Gabriel, and Sasha 

Value: Priceless

“Mary Mary quite contrary, how does your garden grow?”

With buzzing bees and ladybugs wings and sweet little babes all in a row! Our youngest

class, Sally’s toddlers are so sweet and endearing! And they have donated their little

fingers toes hands and feet to decorate these versatile storage shelves! These shelves

are the perfect size for storing fruits and vegetables, toys, books and magazines or

whatever you need, and you’ll love the garden theme of buzzing bees, little ladybugs,

flowers, fruits and veggies.  Take home this treasure and enjoy our little garden!

Donor: Sally’s Class—Alexa, Kaila, Gabriel, and Sasha

Value: Priceless
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L IVE AUCTION

101. HAND SELECTED WINES FROM THE JWPOSD BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Expanding upon our wildly successful Hand Picked Wines from JWPOSD
families, we now offer a premium wine assortment presented by the
JWPOSD Board of Directors! All bottles $75 in value or more. Enjoy
eight (8) bottles of some of the finest wines available.

Donor: JWPOSD Board of Directors
Value: $600

102. NAPA TWO (2) NIGHT GETAWAY

A charming, secluded Eastern Napa Hills cottage, in a vineyard setting,
awaits you and a very special person for a two-night getaway. Enjoy the
outstanding view of the Napa Valley and large pool in this beautifully
appointed cottage with private bedroom and full kitchen. You will enjoy
a private tour of the Ancien Winery, not open to the public. The winery
is housed in a beautiful redwood structure amongst oak trees on 40 acres
of vineyards that have been in the family for generations. A chief
winemaker will provide the tour and tasting personally. Dates to be
agreed upon mutually. 

Donor: Charles and Janet Shearer, Elaine St. Clair
Value: $1,000

103. GIANTS EXTRAVAGANZA WITH DAVE RIGHETTI AND BUSTER
POSEY

Take yourself and 3 others out to the ballpark for an amazing day with
the 2010 NL West Champs! Package includes:

• Pre-game field visit to meet the players
• 4 game tickets in lower box seats
• Scoreboard greeting message

A grand slam bonus included in this package is an autographed jersey by
Buster Posey, 2010 NL July Player of the Month, 2010 NL July Rookie of
the Month and drafted by the San Francisco Giants fifth overall in the
2008 Major League Baseball Draft. This package offers much more than
the traditional peanuts and cracker jacks! Raise your paddle to root for
the home team!

Donor: Giants and Righetti Family
Value: Priceless!
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104. STUDENT ART—CATERPILLAR TO BUTTERFLY!

“Beautiful and graceful, varied and enchanting, small but approachable, butterflies
lead you to the sunny side of life. And everyone deserves a little sunshine.”

Each adjective in this quote by Dr. Jeffrey Glassburg reminds us of the amazing
kids in Vicki’s class. Last year Reese, Alan, Sunnan, and Alvero were but
caterpillars waiting for their time to blossom in their quest for speech and
language. This year, these children, joined by their adorable classmates
Adrienne and Julietta, have truly broken out of their cocoons. We find that
these young butterflies are every bit as magnificent and enchanting as the
stained glass mosaic they have skillfully created. Enjoy a little piece of the
wonder and enthusiasm that is such a part of these unique little butterflies every
time you look at this marvelous piece of artwork. After all, “everyone deserves
a little sunshine.” 

Donor: JWPOSD Students and Families
Value: $500

105. UNFORGETTABLE WEEKEND ON THE COAST AT THE SEA RANCH

Enjoy a two (2) night stay at this beautiful home in a quiet location, with
soothing, unobstructed panoramic ocean views. 5 minutes walk from the
coast. 2 BR/3 BA; Jacuzzi tub; hot tub; gas fireplace; view decks; free
wireless DSL; garage. Ideal for year round vacationing (hiking, biking, tennis,
golf, etc.). This house was independently rated at “5/5” by all those guests
who submitted an official rating report to VRBO.com.

The Sea Ranch is an exquisite  community with incredible natural beauty
along a 10-mile stretch of the California coast, some 110 miles north of
San Francisco. It offers attractive outdoor recreational facilities and
opportunities, including an on-site 18-hole golf course and 3 swim/tennis
recreation centers. High season never ends at Sea Ranch. 

Restrictions: Up to 4 people; no children, no pets, no smoking. First-come,
first-served reservation; must be used by 11/20/2011. Not valid for
Thanksgiving and 12/15/10–1/5/11. Additional nights can be reserved at
regular rental rates. Regular rental provisions and requirements apply, including
payment of refundable security deposit and nonrefundable cleaning fee. 

Donor: Klaus and Adelgund Heinemann
Value: $600

106. TOUR OF PIXAR STUDIOS

Are MONSTERS keeping you up at night? Are you feeling like you are
leading a BUG’S LIFE of work, work, and more work? If you’ve hit a WALL-E
and need some priceless entertainment, this is the item for you! 

The winner and 7 friends get the rare and unique opportunity to witness
the inner workings of Pixar Animations Studios, which may include (but is
not limited to) sightings of colorful animators in their natural habitats, a
chamber of delicious breakfast cereals, demonstrations of frenzied scooter
acrobatics and other delightfully curious examples of “Pixarian” behavior. 

So raise your paddle UP! and win this INCREDIBLES experience! 

Donor: Pixar Studios, Emeryville, CA
Value: Priceless!.
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107. ALOHA—A WEEK ON THE BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII!
Pamper yourself as you sit on your lanai, glass in hand, and soak in the
spectacular Hawaiian sunset. Beautiful ocean view Kona condo, sleeps 6
with communal pool. And it’s just a 10-minute walk from Kahalu'u Beach.
Centrally located, this condo is adjacent to great restaurants and plentiful
shopping opportunities. Take a day trip to view Mt. Kilauea Volcano or the
waterfalls of Hilo. Enjoy 6 nights and 7 days. Offered May 1 through
October 31, 2011.

Donor: Todd and Bic Aki
Value: $1,650 

108. COOK WITH THE BEST—A TASTE OF JIA FROM GOOGLE’S EXECUTIVE CHEF
Prepare and learn to create an Asian-inspired feast with Google’s Executive
Chef Olivia Wu in the comfort of your own home or at the fabulous
Hillsborough estate of one of our board members. Along with 7 of your friends,
you will enjoy a meal filled with savory food, and take away some tips to
wow guests at your next gathering! Wine included plus $100 Gift Card for
ingredients. Chef Wu will travel to San Francisco, up the Peninsula, and down
to the South Bay. Date to be agreed upon mutually. Expires 2/13/2011. 

Donor: Olivia Wu & JWPOSD
Value: $1,000

109. MID-WEEK THREE (3) NIGHT TAHOE DELIGHT 

Avoid the crowds! Visit Tahoe mid-week and have the slopes to yourselves!
Our beautiful Lake Tahoe/Tahoe Donner home offers breathtaking panoramic
views over the Sierra mountains! With four bedrooms and two and a half baths,
the house sleeps eight comfortably. Relax and enjoy the sunset from the hot
tub on the deck after a day of your favorite activities in the mountains.
Great skiing and snowboarding are nearby and the summer and fall is 
spectacular for hiking, biking, sailing and more. Three nights are all-inclusive
(accommodations, cleaning, tax included). This home is child friendly: 
a port-a-crib, safety gates, and high chair are available. Sun.–Thurs. nights
only. Holidays and existing booked dates excluded. Expires 11/01/11. 

Donor: Jan and Annabel Heinemann
Value: $1,100

110. YOUR PARTY AWAITS YOU!

Experience the real essence of cooking with Chef Traci Higgins. A delicious
dinner for up to 12 people in a beautiful 2,500 sq. foot commercial kitchen,
located in San Francisco awaits you. You will be up close and personal with
the chef as she prepares a delicious and healthy four-course meal. Sip wine
by candlelight, enjoy the live music of Ryan Roberts and Tom Toohey of the
Hot Club Papers, and have all your senses catered to. Chef Higgins has been
named one of the “Top 5 Personal Chefs” in the Bay Area by San Francisco
Magazine and has worked for “Cooking Light,” Weight Watchers, and the Food
Network on “Follow That Food” with Gordon Elliot. She owns Lilah Belle’s, located
at 3801 18th Street in San Francisco, which sells nutritionally balanced and fresh
meals to go. Wine included plus $250 Gift Card for ingredients. Expires 4/01/11. 

Donor: Traci Higgins, Tom Toohey and Ryan Roberts (Liam’s dad)
Value: $2,000
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111. PARADISE IN PUERTO VALLARTA

La Palapa condo awaits you for a one-week Mexican vacation! Located on the
south side of Puerto Vallarta in the “Old Town” area, this 5th floor, oceanfront
corner-unit condo boasts a wrap-around balcony perfect for enjoying cold cervezas
and stunning sunsets. Step out the door of the building and plant your feet
in the sand—the Pacific Ocean awaits. Everything you need is within walking
distance—fine restaurants, bars and sights! This two-bedroom, two-bath condo
with full kitchen will serve as your little bit of heaven for up to four guests.
Includes maid service daily and 24-hour security staff. Subject to availability.
Expires 11/01/11.

Donor: Dr. and Mrs. Henry J. Lerian
Value: $1,650

112. BUY A CASE OF THE DINNER WINE YOU ENJOYED THIS EVENING!

The wine you enjoyed with dinner tonight is available by the case. The Roudon-
Smith Winery is dedicated to the production of exceptional wines from selected
vineyards of the Santa Cruz Mountains and other regions of California. Traditional
winemaking methods result in elegant, long-lived wines, which are the perfect
complement to any meal. JWPOSD receives $100 per case sold!

Donor: Roudon Smith Vineyards
Value: $215/case (Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay)
Premium Wine: $275/case (Pinot Noir reserve)

113. “IT TAKES A VILLAGE”—SCHOOL QUILT

“Some people come into our lives and quickly go... Some stay and make
handprints in our hearts and footprints on our lives... And we are never,
ever the same.” Like each of the children at JWPOSD, the animals on this
carefully stitched quilt are unique. They began as smudges of paint from 
little hands and feet, and with proper guidance from some of the best 
professionals they have grown into the beautiful piece of art you see today.
This 60x60 quilt is made from high end quilting fabrics, painted with the best
artist paints, and quilted by expert hands. Whether you choose to display
this artwork on your wall, or snuggle in softness on a cold winter’s night,
you will find that with every glance at those little animals, you are reminded
of a group of very special children…and your heart will be warmed as well. 

Donor: Annie Smith, Susannah Prinz and Always Quilting in San Mateo
Value: $1,500
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114. ADOBE CS5 SOFTWARE SUITE

Shortcut to Brilliant. Create visually rich, engaging content for virtually any
media—print, web, interactive, video, audio, and mobile—using the tightly
integrated tools and services in Adobe® Creative Suite® 4 Master Collection
software. New in CS4 are products like OnLocation which allow you to record
SD or HD video directly to your laptop for a tapeless production studio. In addition
to new productivity enhancing versions of all your favorite Adobe creative
applications like Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash Professional, Dreamweaver,
Fireworks, InDesign, Acrobat, Contribute, Premiere, After Effects, Encore
and more. Note: This is an employee purchased item and is not eligible 
for upgrade. Will take 2–3 weeks to deliver.

Donor: Ron and Judy Nagy
Value: $2,500

115. FLY TO NAPA FOR WINE TASTING AND LUNCH

Flight for two (2) people to the lovely Napa Valley for a deluxe afternoon 
of wine tasting and lunch. Limousine service provided for lunch and the wine
tasting tour, then back to the airport for a scenic flight back to the Bay! 
Fly with our beloved Board of Director’s member, Ken Zemel. Expires 11/01/11. 

Donor: Ken Zemel
Value: Priceless

116. VALENTINES DAY LORETTO EVENT PHOENIX SUPPER CLUB

All across San Francisco, the Phoenix Supper Club has selected historic buildings,
mansions an art galleries where they create restaurants every Saturday night.
Live jazz, champagne, and nine (9) wine-paired courses served by an impeccably
attired staff defines an evening at Loretto. A limosine will arrive promptly
and whisk you and your loved one away to an evening of refined indulgence
at one of these secret location. You and your loved one are guaranteed 
an unforgettable Valentine’s Day experience. For two (2) people.

Donor: Tommy Halvorsen
Value: $800

117. WHIMSICAL WALL MURAL

Brighten up your child’s bedroom with an underwater sea creature, a character
from fantasyland or jungle animal from the rainforest! Invite muralist Ellen Silva
into your home to design and paint up to 6’ ft x 6’ ft space, choosing from
3 themes (underwater, jungle, or fairyland), on your child’s bedroom wall.

Ellen works with non-toxic acrylic paints and has been painting murals for
over 15 years, with her works showing at St. Mary’s College, California
Pacific Medical Center (SF), Half Moon Bay Chamber of Commerce, and
many schools, hospitals and community centers throughout the Bay Area.

Ellen will travel as far north as San Francisco, far east as San Mateo, and
far south as Redwood City. For homes beyond 25 miles, Ellen will paint an
6’ ft x 6’ ft mural on a board that can be attached to a wall. The mural can
be screwed into the wall. Installation of this option not included.

Date to be agreed upon mutually. Expires by 3/30/2011.

Donor: Ellen Silva
Value: $1,500
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118. A SAILING EXTRAVANGANZA

Ahoy! Calling all water lovers! Glass of wine in hand, you and your five
mates will enjoy a day sailing the Bay on a 48-foot Swan sailboat valued at over
$1 million dollars. Enjoy upfront views of Alcatraz, Angel Island, and the
Golden Gate, some of San Francisco’s most beautiful landmarks. Choose to
stop off for lunch in Sausalito or have a drink at Sam’s in Tiburon. On the
water, what an amazing way to enjoy the skyline of one of the world’s
most beautiful cities. Sail date mutually agreed upon with owner.
Expires 11/01/11.

Donor: Joe & Maura Keenen
Value: $1,500

119. MUSIC TO YOUR EARS

At JWPOSD, the sounds of children’s voices are the measure of success!
Nothing makes us happier than hearing the children talk to their friends,
shout requests and sing songs. Music is an integral part of our program
and it encourages even the most hesitant students to use their voices. This
guitar, a gift from current student, Liam Roberts, was transformed into a
mosaic wonder by the community of JW students. It will always remind the
winning bidder of the joy of a deaf child’s voise as he or she sings to their
heart’s delight!

Donor: Liam Roberts and the students of JWPOSD
Value: Priceless 

120. FUND-A-NEED—MARSHA BOYES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Let us continue our legacy of giving! Help ensure the best oral deaf
education is available in the Greater Bay Area not only for our current children,
but also for babies who have not even been born! Together we can give the
gift of communication through our tuition scholar ship program. Half of our
families do not receive public funds to attend our school and are in a position
of having to pay privately. With your donation we can offer scholarships to
children who will benefit for a lifetime! Please consider donating during
this portion of our program and someday they can thank you themselves. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

PAYMENT

Check out begins after the live auction is over. Cashier staffing is not ready to assist

you with check-out until the live auction is concluded. Cashiers will accept cash, check,

Visa or MasterCard. All sales are final and “as-is,” with no exchanges or refunds.

TAX DEDUCTIBILITY

You may claim a tax deduction on any auction purchase if the amount paid is more

than the item is worth. The deductible is that portion which exceeds the fair market

value of the purchase.

Jean Weingarten Peninsula Oral School for the Deaf’s tax identification number 

is 94-1706320.

AS-IS

Every item is sold “as-is.” JWPOSD makes no express or implied warranties or 

representations of any kind with respect to items. In no event shall JWPOSD be

responsible for the correctness of, or be deemed to have made any representations 

or warranty of merchantability, description, genuineness, provenance or condition

concerning the property. No statement in the catalog or made at the sale or in 

the bill of sale shall be deemed such a warranty or representation of assumption 

of liability.
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DONATION OPTIONS

There are several opportunities to donate to JWPOSD tonight. You are supporting

more than a school this evening. You are supporting a community of families with

some incredibly special children. Thank you!

1. As part of the program tonight:

• Silent Auction

• Live Auction

• Fund A Need

• Raffle Tickets

2. Cash/Check donations can be made via the school website www.deafkidstalk.org

benefit or at the registration tables.

3. Volunteering. If you would like to offer your time and services to the school,

please email jwposd@jwposd.org. We have many opportunities for volunteers 

in a variety of capacities.
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2010 PARENT BENEFIT COMMITTEE

BENEFIT CHAIR Annabel Heinemann 

DONATIONS LEAD Nina Gupta

WEBSITE Vui Lam

CHILDRENS’ ART Cindy Vines, Hope Morello

DECORATIONS Kelli Agnich

SILENT AUCTION CHAMPION Michely Goncalves, Kristin Zlogar

SLIDESHOW Joanie Awender McLaughlin

TECHNICAL/SYSTEM SUPPORT Chris Wulff

2010 ADMINISTRATIVE BENEFIT TEAM 

Kathy Sussman, Executive Director

Pam Musladin, Principal

Mary Ruth Leen, Assistant Principal

Tracy Scandlyn, Development Director

Pranita Brahmapurikar, Administration

Karen Erickson–Alumni Relations

Vonnie Bassett–Accounting
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FOUNDATION FOR HEARING RESEARCH

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Luann Aki

Mark B. Baker

Margaret G. Day

Priya Dharan, Secretary

Michele Freed

Nina Gupta

Ken H. Levinson, President

Gerald Nieto

Mildred Oberkotter

Barbara Radmacher

Willliam Somers, Treasurer

Norman L. Waters, Chairman

Kenneth Zemel, Vice President

FOUNDING DIRECTOR

Leahea Grammatico

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Kathleen Daniel Sussman

HONORARY BOARD

Richard Cummings
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The students of JWPOSD thank you for your support. 

Your contributions change our lives forever.
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On behalf of the families and staff of JWPOSD, we thank you for attending the 

Jean Weingarten Peninsula Oral School for the Deaf annual fundraiser this evening.

Your support and generosity helps JWPOSD provide the finest auditory-oral education

available to deaf and hard of hearing children. Our children are growing up to be

confident, happy and very talented individuals. Your generous support helps our

children achieve their full potential.

Thank you, from the parents, children, staff and teachers at the Jean Weingarten

Peninsula Oral School for the Deaf.
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MARSHA BOYES
June 15, 1961–July 4, 2010

Join us in honoring the memory of Marsha Boyes—our friend, alumni parent and 

JW employee extraordinaire.  

Marsha first arrived at JW in 1989 as a mother to Ross, a young deaf boy in need 

of our help. Marsha moved her life to the Bay Area to help her son, and here found

a home. 

Marsha was always striving to educate and better herself and wanted the same 

for her children. Marsha was never one to take the obvious path. Her life was 

about blazing new trails, trying new things and discovering new ideas. 

During her time at JW, it was Marsha who always raised the bar high, imagined 

the impossible and helped to make dreams come true for our students.
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